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SERlALS AND "GREY LlTERATURE"
Dieter Schmidmaier
Mining Academy Freiberg, German Democratic Republic

1.

Serials

For scientific communication 1 the year 1665 is particularly worthy of note. For on the
5th January of this year the first issue of "Journal des Scavans", that is of the world's
first journal appeared in Par is. It was followed closely in London on the 6th March of the
same year by "Philosophical Transactions", the world's second journal. It is typical of
scientific communication that earlier methods and media are not superseded in formal
processes by new ones, but are on the other hand supplemented by them. In this way the
journal, which developed from what was originally a completely unorganised but then
increasingly regulated exchange of letters, took its place alongside the book. The journal
proved itself in the first 150 years of its existence to be an effective medium for the
dissemination of information. Only af ter this initial period was it used for the diffusion
of information on new achievements 2.

Since the first journals stimulated a new,

rational exchange of ideas a brisk demand soon arose, causing the rapid emulation of the
Par isian and London prototypes. By 1700 in the German speaking area alone there were
already 58 journals, by 1750 it was 1.000, and by 1789 the number had risen to 3.494; of
these as many as 1.100 were ' magazines intended purely for entertainment 3. In this way
the emergence of journals was a method of rationalisation, "which drastically reduced
the effort scientists were required to expend on communication in favour of their
scientific work.,,4
And what about today? First a Definition: "A journal is defined as a continually
appearing compilation whose individual copies are published at least twice a year and
which generally contains several different contributions.,,5

In the 1960's around 100

million different titles were published in the world 6 including 30 million books and 13
million patent specifications. In 100.000 journals 4 million articles were published. The
share of just the 30.000 most important scientific and technical journals amounts to 2,5
million articles. On average 100 printed pages were published daily for every expert
working in a narrow scientific field or special technical area. This number has probably
increased

since

then.

In any case the

famous

American

Bibliography "Ulrich's

International Periodicals Directory" lists 92.000 so-called "current-serials" in the
1979/80 edition. In view of such numbers one can justifiably ask whether journals today
really represent an immediately and easily accessible source of information. However,
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inspite of frequent criticism of their effectiveness as a means of communication journa1s
are today due to a number of advantageous features still the most used primary source of
.
.
7-9
mformatlOn:
1.

They enab1e a broad dissemination of scientific information and grant scientists
priority

2.

They fulfil different informationa1 requirements such as:
The need to keep up to date
The need for specific and extensive information
The need to reactivate existing findings
The need for stimuli

3.

They help to develop the technical termino1ogy

4.

They faciJitate the transition to other scientific disciplines and careers

5.

They have favourable physical qualities such as
Ease of handJing and storabiJity
Ease of visual perception
ConvertibiJi ty.

6.

They can be used for advertising purposes.

2.

"Grey Jiterature"

"Grey Jiterature" is Jiterature which is not directly accessible. lts procurement,
exploitation, storage and incorporation into information systems can only be carried out
under compJicated conditions. "Grey Jiterature" is neither "white" (in stock, catalogued
and cJassified) or "black" (not in stock and unknown). 10 Three criteria are characteristic
of "grey Ji tera ture": 11
1.

The criterion of content: "Grey Jiterature" is not necessarily Hterature with original
scientific contributions, but also Jiterature of an informational nature.

2.

The formal criterion: a considerable portion of "grey Hterature" is distributed nonconventionaJJy and not within the normal marketing system managed by publishing
houses and book-shops.

3.

The criterion of accessibiJity: The greater part of "grey literature" is not bib1iographically catalogued and is therefore very difficult to locate or to procure.

The generic term "grey Jiterature" covers - aJJowing for differences between subject
areas and the various views of different authors - the foJJowing categories of printed
materiais: 12-14
1.

Non-conventional scientific Jiterature
Conference Jiterature especiaJJy papers and preprints as weJl as conference
reports, which are not produced by publishing-houses.
Research and development bulletins as weJJ as reports.
Theses, dissertations and engineering degree projects
Patents.
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Non-conventional informational material
Publications

produced

by

governments,

parliaments,

public

authorities,

administrative bodies, agencies, institutions and charitable institutions (so-called
official literature), as weIl as the publications of political parties, organisations
associations, co-operatives, companies, universities, libraries and museums (such
as catalogues, bibliographies, journals, prospects, guides and university lecture
program mes).
Official and unofficial statistics
Standards
Posters and leaflets.
3.

Conventional informational material
Journals which do not contain original scientific contributions as weIl as
newspapers and illustrated magazines
News and radio services
School-books as weIl as technical literature and belles-Iettres published by booksocieties and ot her organisations.

In this categorisation as with every other there are of course overlaps, e.g. journals,
which are published by universities and distributed via an exchange of printed materiais,
are

non-conventional

scientific

material

and

not

non-conventional informational

material.
"Grey literature" is dynamic, its composition will change constantly, because changes in
the conditions governing procurement facilitate the release of some elements (in the
future e.g. patents, standards and theses), however, newly created sources can also
suddenly be added (in the future e.g. television screen news services, the Publishing-onde mand-service 15, 16, posters from poster sessions 17). The proportion of grey
literature as a percentage will undergo a further increase. At present it represents at
least 50 % of all technical and scientific sources 18.
At the same time forms of information which are not generally stocked in existing
library and information systems are increasing e.g. tape recordings and microfilms. As
early as 1933 in the bibliography of a thesis 19

defended at the Freiberg Mining

Academy there were already as many as 19 items of "grey literature" out of a list of 53
sources, most of which are no longer available today (i.e. 35,87 %, e.g. 4 degree projects
and dissertations, 8 experts reports, a company report, 1 map, 2 well-Iogs and records),
22 items from journals (i.e. 41,51 %, 1 newspaper (i.e. 1,89 %) and only 11 books (i.e.
20,75 %).
Investigations spotlight a clear contradiction: "grey literature" is not easily obtainable
and yet libraries are crammed ful! of it. And anyone who studies this subject in a
scientific manner discovers that even publications about "grey literature" are themselves
to be designated "grey ti terature".
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Serials and grey literature

Journals in the sen se of "grey literature" are
1.

In

non-conventional

scientific

literature:

(scientific)

journals

published

by

universities, academies and research institutes, as wel! as periodic publications
issued by companies about the results of their research.
2.

In non-conventional informational material: journals and newspapers published by
parties,

organisations,

associations,

co-operatives,

companies,

libraries

and

museums.
3.

In conventional informational material: journals, which do not contain original
scientific contributions as wel! as journals issued by book societies and other
organisations which publish technicalliterature and bel!es-lettres.

These journals cover a wide range of topics and represent a source of considerable
importance, especially for technologists, economists and historians. Many of today's
better-known conventional journals developed from the non-conventional publications of
associations, companies, research institutions, libraries and museums and which at the
beginning of their existence were of ten entrusted to the initiative of individuals. The
periodic publications of the alpine associations can be considered to be the precursors of
the specialised geographical journals, the oldest of which is the "Mittheilungen des
Österreichischen Alpen-Vereins,,20, founded in 1863, and which can therefore without a
doubt be viewed as an example of "grey literature".
The journal was and remains the most popular means of disseminating information. As an
examp1e one can name house journals: "House journals are defined as serial publications
produced by industrial organisations, business houses, the public service and similar
organisations for the bene fit of consumers and/or employees ... In recent years house
journals have improved greatly in both style and content. Research has shown that many
external and dual-purpose house journals can be useful materia1 in libraries" 21
How do "grey" journals come into being?
1.

The increasing differentiation of the sciences accompanied by a simultaneous
process of integration makes it necessary for journals to adopt an ever narrower
profile 22. This means tha t more and more scientists are participating in the
increased production of knowledge and a1so in the publication of the results of
scientific work. This leads inevitably to the appearance of more and more journals
which are on the whole intended for a small circle of specialists. This process can be
clearly illustrated using astronomy as an example: "About 7.000 scientists are
working at present in a total of 162 special fields, which means that there are on
average 43 scientists per special field, as many as previously worked in the whole of
astronomy. Therefore the communication problems experienced by these groups of
specialists are similar to those of their predecessors and in fact very similar
188
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attempts as solving them can be observed,,23. Methods of transmi tting information
are created, as were as early as the 16th and 17 th centuries, which lie outside the
institutionally

established

channels

and

which

take

the

form

of "invisible

collectives"; in addition "grey" journals come into being.
Newly established sciences very rarely possess the possibility of having their work
published by established publishers or via ot her convent ion al channels. In part they
are labelled frivolous or viewed as temporary phenomena. They are therefore left
"out in the co1d" and create their own non-conventional material, especially
journais. The area of nature and environmental protection represents a typical
example 24. "Ulrichs International Periodical Directory" listed 30 scattered entries
on this topic in 1956, in 1963 there were 60 and in 1967/68 almost 120, before finally
listing about 290 in the 1973/74 edition under a separate section "Environmental
studies". In 1977/78 there were already 450 titles listed. From the very beginning
even the majority of these were "grey" journais. Not until 1970 did environmental
studies establish itself with the publication of its own abstract journais, indexes,
dictionaries and directories 25. Information sources were followed in the mid-1970's
by the first information systems 26. The U.N.O. INFOTERRA constitutes the
present high point of this deve10pment 27.
Problems of quite a different type c omp1etely are experienced in the publication of
the results of scientific work of disciplines which arise solely out of the integration
of sciences. A new example is biotechnology 28.

In this field the scientists use

conventional and non-conventional publications a1ready in existance and in this case
publish both in bio10gy and power-technology information sources. And on ce again no
small amount of these publications are "grey journais".
2.

The number of scientific contributions is increasing much more rapidly than the
number and, above all, the range of journals 29. The time between the delivery date
of manuscripts and their actual publication is increasing, as the novelty value of
scientific work decreases. Solutions are seen in a so-called "scientific daily
. non-conventlOna
.
I·Journa ls d
. .Journa Is 31 : A synopsIs
.
newspaper ,,30 , I n
an ·In synopsIs
may be defined as a concise first publication by the author(s), in a primary journal.
It contains the key ideas and results ••• Full papers may be made available in a
variety of forms ••• and by a variety of suppliers". Even some grey journals have
gone over to th is last form and in doing so have expanded the range of grey
literature considerably: How can the original artic1e be obtained of a period of
years, if for example the institution no longer exists? "not only the literature but
many of the producers themse1ves are "grey". Publishing depository arrangements is
therefore not easy.,,32
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effects of the crisis and displays the following tendencies: rising prices are reducing
the number of subscriptions, which results in a reduction in the number of copies, a
further increase in prices causes a further reduction in subscrlptions, the number of
copies continues to fall. The consequences are:

1. Libraries no Ionger receive free copies of journals
2. Discontinuation of the publication of journals occurs

3. Mergers of journals occur
4. A transition to multilingual editions

5. A strict delimination of the subject area
6. An increase in non-conventional channels.
Similar tendencies are also apparent due to modern copying technology which facilitates
the massproduction of limitless copies, of ten by by-passing legal rest rictions.
The probable consequences for libraries are:
1.

Inspite of all the plans and suggestions for

the improvement of scientific

communication one cannot expect existing types of publication to be definately
superseded.

This

would

in

any

case

be

untypical

of

the

development

of

com munication. Journals did not replace books. "And nor did the telegraph (1831),
nor such important inventions as the telephone (1870), the phonograph (1871), the
radio (1895), the television and other technical means reduce the importance of
,
'f IC
' pu bI'lcatlOns.
.
,,36
sClentl
Even allowing for every possible change in methods of production and distribution,
due to the mass of scientific information journals will still have a large role to play,
even in the work of libraries. There is at present no noticeable general quantitative
dec1ine, only widely differing fluctuations in the number of titles and the number of
copies. These fluctuations could lead to quantitative adjustments in the holdings of
special libraries. The areas of biotechnology, environmental protection, computer
sciences, energy technology, microtechnics and robotics are displaying a disproportionate increase: France and Japan are examples of countries with wide
.
37
fl uctua tlOns. .
2.

Librarians should not differentiate between conventionally and non-conventionally
produced and distributed publications. Only the context and usefulness for society
are decisive. Non-conventional publications are multiplying rapidly, especially
"grey" journais. The "tracking-down", acquisition and bibliographic incorporation of
these demands the greatest possible care; they should be treated in the same manner
as conventionally produced journais. This also applies to the incorporation into
information systems of material taken from "grey" journais.
190

Of singular importance is that grey journals, in contrast to more familiar, of ten
frequently cited, conventionally produced journals, which are above all available in
many libraries and private ownership, must be indexed by the relevant libraries and
information centres with a degree of exactitude far exceeding the norm. The
acquisition of grey journals demands ingenuity and meticulousness from librarians, a
conviction as to the necessity of its procurement, a good knowledge of and good
contacts to non-conventional institutions, asolid knowledge of the theory and
practise of library science i.e. in short an intimate relationship to the job.
3.

The editors of journals are increasingly trying out modern technology, so that the
us er receives the information more quickly, as well as in a simpler and more
readable form, something which nevertheless does not favour storage: "Media-mix" a
combination of audiovisual and automated data storage systems and the "Publishingon-de mand" service, the electronic storage of the original and its reproduction an
demand. In addition specific methods of recording archives were used for the
storage of articles taken from journals: Synopsis journals (deposit systems) and
microforms. Librarians must adjust themselves to problems in libraries arising f rom
38
these methods. Librarians should however make at least two demands:

1.

"Grey literature producers should be encouraged to produce documents to certain
minimal standards."

2.

"National collections of grey literature should not be separate from, but should be
developed in conjunction with, major collections of conventionalliterature."

3.

The continually increasing production of journals necessitates a skilful management
of the budget by librarians, if an optimal supply of reading material is to be
guaranteed. Cooperation and coordination are playing a continually increasing role
in the work of libraries (even if there are limits to a library's growth they need not
· · to lts
. d
l ) •39
represent 1lmlts
eve opment

This paper has dealt selectively with a few of the problems within the whole of the
communication process connected with the relationship between journals and grey
literature. Much is in a state of flux and each quantitative and qualitative change also
has an effect on the work of libraries. If, as commentators in scientific journals have
established on the basis of statistics, 80 - 90 % of all scientists who have ever lived are
alive today while our contemporaries represent only 5 % of all those who were born sin ce
the birth of Christ then this fact is bound to influence the communication process. And
libraries also belong to the communication process. Today's scientist is faced, and those
of the 1990's even more so, with a rising tide of information, which due to the
exponential increase in information producers - single editions of journals are of ten
produced using paper by the ton - is heading for a climax. There is no information crisis.
The present problems can be solved with present resources and we can view the future
191
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with optimism. The writer Barnaby Rich, a contemporary of Shakespeare, who gave the
idea for "As you like it", wrote in 1613: "One of diseases of this age is the multiplicity of
books; they doth so overcharge the world that it is not able to digest the abundance of
id1e matter that is every day hatched and brought forth into the wOrld.,,40 Is everything
therefore just re1ative after all? Certainly not, and this is for why! At that there
were n't yet any journais, conventional "grey" or otherwise ••.
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